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Beechey Island
‘Mecca’ of the North

I
t is a cold, grey day — pathetic fallacy, some would say — as a bundle of

sombre visitors steps ashore on Beechey Island. If there is sacred ground in

Canada’s High Arctic, this is surely it. The jocular banter which characterizes

zodiac rides from ship to shore during far northern cruise-ship tours ceases

as the first steps up a cobbled beach lead a small army of pilgrims to a site

they have all been anticipating, some for years. People talk in whispers. Others walk

with heads bowed. Some just stand and look, in awe, at the bleak but beautiful

surroundings. This is Beechey Island, a place more steeped in the history of the

Northwest Passage than any other.

by David F. Pelly
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It’s a tiny island, really, only 2500 metres across, but rising

starkly, high above the steely waters of Lancaster Sound, off the

south-western tip of Devon Island. It overlooks the main inter-

section of High Arctic sea-routes, from which Parry Channel leads

west, Wellington Channel north, Lancaster

Sound to the east, both Peel Sound and

Prince Regent Inlet to the south.While many

an early mariner made it this far, to the cross-

roads, only a few pushed farther into the

unknown.

The narrow entrance between the cliffs of

Devon and Beechey Island opens into Erebus

Bay, the sort of natural harbourwhichmariners

dreamof finding, all themore so,one imagines,

when they were navigating unknown, ice-filled and treacherous

seas in search of the NW Passage in the 19th century. It was

discovered first by Captain William Parry in 1819, and named

after his lieutenant. That put it on the map, the map which

Sir John Franklin carried with him in 1845 when he set out on
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The narrow entrance between
the tip of Beechey Island and
the high cliffs of Devon Island.

The graves at Beechey, threemen from
Franklin’s expedition,plus another from

one of the subsequent search expeditions,
overlooking Erebus Bay.
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what was heralded as the expedition to conquer the Northwest

Passage. Franklin headed for the well known harbour, to spend

the winter, in preparation for his conquest the following summer.

Three of his men died there. Franklin was never seen again; the

search for him — in body and in spirit — continues to this day.

But never were so many resources applied to the task as in the

decade following his disappearance.

In the summer of 1850, a small armada of ships converged on

Erebus Bay. Captain McClintock, among the most seasoned

Arctic seamen, wrote of that summer: “With considerable

difficulty we came within sight of Beechey Island: a cairn on its

summit attracted notice; Captain Ommanney managed to land

and discovered the first traces of the missing expedition.Next day

the United States schooner Rescue arrived; the day after, Captain

Penny joined us, and subsequently Captain Austin, Sir John Ross

and Captain Forsyth— in all ten vessels were assembled here.”On

this occasion, they found the first material evidence of Franklin’s

expedition having over-wintered there five years earlier: the graves

of William Braine, John Hartnell, and John Torrington. But

The remains of Northumberland House,
built in 1854 as a storehouse for supplies
in case anymember of the lost Franklin
expedition returned to Beechey Island
—none ever did.



Lady Franklin’s Lament

We were homeward bound one night on the deep

Swinging in my hammock I fell asleep

I dreamed a dream and I thought it true

Concerning Franklin and his gallant crew

With a hundred seamen he sailed away

To the frozen ocean in the month of May

To seek a passage around the pole

Where we poor sailors do sometimes go.

Through cruel hardships they vainly strove

Their ships on mountains of ice were drove

Only the Eskimo with his skin canoe

Was the only one that ever came through

In Baffin’s Bay where the whale fish blow

The fate of Franklin no man may know

The fate of Franklin no tongue can tell

Lord Franklin with his sailors do dwell

And now my burden it gives me pain

For my long-lost Franklin I would cross the main

Ten thousand pounds I would freely give

To know on earth, that my Franklin do live.
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despite Sir John Ross having specifically urged Franklin — “pray

put a notice in the cairn where you winter, if you do proceed

which of the routes you take” — there was no indication of

Franklin’s intention upon leaving Erebus Bay in 1846. And so the

mystery survives to this day.

In contrast, the history of Beechey Island is well documented.

It served as a base for much of the Franklin search. A storehouse

was built in 1854 to provide shelter and supplies — even a small

ship— in the event that Franklin or some of his men found their

way back. None did. Finally, accepting the reality, in 1858

McClintock erected a memorial tablet on Beechey Island to the

lost Franklin expedition.

In the years that followed, Arctic explorers continued to visit:

Allen Young in 1875, Otto Sverdrup’s party in 1902, Roald

Amundsen in 1903, Albert Low in 1904, Joseph Bernier on

several occasions from 1906-23, and Henry Larsen during the

RCMP’s first transit of the NW Passage in 1944 — an impressive

list, no doubt adding to the island’s mystique.

Today Beechey Island receives even more visitors, with several

cruise ships stopping there every summer. For many of these

Arctic travellers, the chance to step ashore on Beechey looms large

as one of the main factors in their decision to take such a trip. It

never disappoints. Last summer, a small crowd from one ship

gathered around the Newfoundland singer Daniel Payne on a

cold, grey day. Standing in silence only metres away from the three

graves which, in everyone’s hearts, represent the connection to all

129 men lost on the Franklin expedition, Payne sang a cappella,

the words to“Lady Franklin’s Lament”whipped away in the wind,

the emotion raw, the tears in bystanders eyes all but freezing as

they fell.

Regular contributor David Pelly (www.davidpelly.com) has, like so many others,
succumbed to the mystique of Beechey Island a number of times.
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Daniel Payne sings ‘Lady Franklin’s Lament’
beside the graves on Beechey Island.

Many visitors to Beechey Island left notes andmessages in a cairn.


